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Dear Will, 

I would like to take the opportunity to thank the ORR for the work to date on the regulatory 
framework for CP7. In particular, the Department is grateful for the work on the Holding to 
Account framework (policy and technical consultation) which we believe will provide a 
strong basis from which to set the full regulatory framework.  

I and my colleagues in the Department look forward to further engagement ahead of the 
determination stage of Periodic Review 2023.  As we (Government, NR, ORR, the rail 
industry, customers and broader stakeholders across England and Wales) crystallise the 
thinking I am confident we can collectively offer a strong and effective regulatory 
framework that holds Network Rail to account across CP7 to deliver the obligations in the 
CP7 High Level Output Specification (HLOS), across all parts of its business.  This will 
ensure NR provides a reliable service for the benefit of passengers and freight customers, 
and value for money for taxpayers.  

In doing so, it will be important to continue to ensure appropriate flexibility to support the 
creation of Great British Railways, so that we achieve the maximum benefits from this 
transformational change. 

Overview of the Department for Transport’s Response 
Subject to some points of detail set out below, I am broadly content to agree with the 
questions set in the ORR consultation (with the exception of the question set in paragraph 
4.10, and as explained in paragraph 3 below).  

As you are aware, the current (CP6) financial framework was designed ahead of CP6 and 
shortly after NR had become a fully public sector body. The rationale for the 
arrangements for CP6 therefore still applies, and the experience of CP6 has shown these 
arrangements to broadly appropriate and robust.  

Will Godfrey,  
Director of Economics, Finance and 
Markets 

cc: Gordon Cole 

Office of Rail and Road 
25 Cabot Square 
London 
E14 4QZ 

[redacted]
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, RAIL STRATEGY 

DIRECT LINE: [redacted]

[redacted]

7 March 2023 
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In the interests of certainty and stability my, and the Department’s, strong preference is 
only to change either where necessary or there are clear benefits; or to apply lessons 
learned from CP6 to ensure a robust and transparent financial framework.   
I have set out these points in more detail below.  

I look forward to continued, excellent, constructive engagement on the Periodic Review 
and ensuring we can deliver effectively for passengers and taxpayers. 

Yours sincerely, 

[redacted] 
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Department for 

 Response to Financial Framework Consultation Cost of Capital, Debt 

and Regulated Asset Base 

1. As a consequence of bringing Network Rail into the public sector the importance of
cost of capital, debt and the regulated asset base within the Periodic Review process
is broadly limited to certain legacy arrangements; particularly where these relate to
third parties. However, DfT strongly encourages ORR to ensure that work in this is
undertaken in a strictly proportional way.  DfT therefore broadly agrees with ORR’s
points on Cost of Capital and Debt (paragraph 1.5) and the Regulated Asset Base
(paragraph 2.9) and (in response to the questions set in paragraphs 1.5 And 2.9) DfT
agree to the associated proposals in sections 1 and 2.

Rebate, Network grant and Re-opener provisions 
2. As ORR notes, the provisions described in sections 3, 4 and 5 are intended for more

exceptional circumstances.  Ensuring stability and certainty is of critical importance to
support effective planning, help ensure delivery (including by the supply chain) and
secure efficiency over the upcoming Control Period.  DfT agrees with ORR that
retaining current arrangements is a sensible and appropriate way forward.

3. Regarding the network grant and dilution provisions (section 4), DfT has two
substantive points.

 First, DfT was unclear as to the rationale for a change from grant to grant-in-
aid. DfT would need sufficient justification and an understanding of what
additional comfort NR would gain from this change compared to existing
arrangements to support such a change.

 Secondly, DfT agrees it is to the benefit of the whole industry for certainty to be
provided ahead of the start of the control period and best endeavours must be
made to ensure this is the case. Whilst DfT expect that it should be an absolute
last resort, DfT agree that a "backstop" provision for ensuring continued funding
of Network Rail across the Control Period boundaries has considerable merit.
However, DfT has some concerns there is a risk that the current proposal may
simply transfer the uncertainty from NR to TOCs. We would welcome the
opportunity to test the proposal further and explore other options to ensure
continuity of funding across the Control Period transition, particularly ensuring
no undue burdens on train operators.

Risk Framework 
4. The approach to risk for CP6 has been successful and resilient to a significant level of

shocks so far in this control period (CP6).  DfT is keen that the successes of risk
management from CP6 are built on, and lessons learned as we move into CP7. While
the broad principles of the CP6 risk framework carry-over, DfT recognises that the
delivery environment is substantially different (in terms of context; the projects; and
overall mix of projects to be delivered).  As a consequence, the nature of the funding
held as risk in CP7 may need to differ from that held as risk in CP6. DfT welcome
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further discussion with ORR and NR on the details of the risk framework 
arrangements.  

5. Although DfT is broadly satisfied that there was satisfactory discharge of the risk
funding over CP6, DfT is keen to ensure greater transparency and independent
scrutiny of the risk funding arrangements throughout the Control Period than that of
CP6. In practice, this should mean stronger and more active governance from the
regulator, ORR; and continued oversight from Government (DfT and HMT) of the NR
risk fund, its deployment, and the overall level of risk that NR holds. We would
welcome further engagement with the ORR and NR on this issue.

Financial Flexibility 
6. DfT agrees with ORR’s characterisation of the current Government budgetary

process, as set out in section 7 of the consultation document.

7. DfT thinks it is useful to re-state that the objective of the financial flexibilities was to
provide a robust mechanism to allow Network Rail to manage changes in
circumstances (i.e. movements in opex, capex and income) during the five-year
control period so that Network Rail could make effective and efficient asset
management decisions to support delivery for passengers, freight customers and
taxpayers.

8. This recognises that Network Rail resource expenditure and income can differ from
control totals. For example, this can be due to changes in the income Network Rail
receives from train operators (e.g. from changes in traffic) or from its retail estate at
stations. Resource expenditure can differ as a result of bad weather that tends to
occur towards the later stages of the financial year (i.e. in winter). Bad weather
increases maintenance costs and can drive higher compensation payments to
operators. These issues are difficult to plan for without leaving significant provisions
within resource budgets that would be lost if unspent at year-end.

9. While our aim is to provide financial flexibilities with these objectives in mind,
Government is not able to confirm the specifics of the flexibilities it is able to afford to
Network Rail or the Department so far in advance of the Control Period. It is however
reasonable to proceed with the assumption that similar objectives are likely to be
sought from financial flexibilities for CP7; and that, in turn, similar financial flexibilities
(to those of CP6) are likely to be employed in order to achieve those objectives.

10. DfT would expect GBR to inherit these flexibilities on day one for day-to-running of the
railway.  Any alteration to these flexibilities required for the operation of GBR would be
agreed separately as part of the GBR and reform processes and stood-up as part of
the GBR financial arrangements.

Performance Innovation Fund 

11. The Department for Transport supports the continuation of a dedicated collaborative
innovation fund, which addresses co-ordination issues.  DfT recognises that there are
difficult decisions to be made on funding levels. However, given collaborative
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innovation can deliver benefits across the rail industry, as well as ensure value for 
money for taxpayers more broadly, we are therefore keen to see a specific fund of this 
type over the next control period – alongside broader Research, Development and 
Innovation activity. Indeed, we consider that such a fund could be a part of fulfilling the 
requirements set out in the HLOS to ensure “Network Rail’s plans [are] fully joined up 
and to form a coherent whole together with those of other parties in the sector, 
particularly the Rail Safety and Standards Board, to ensure an aligned approach which 
delivers the greatest possible benefits from the available resources. He also expects 
the plans to reflect broad engagement with academic and industry partners.” 

12. DfT considers that any such fund should be managed with clear and transparent
oversight (in collaboration with suitable partners with an expertise in relation to R&D,
such the RSSB) and with clear and transparent objectives derived from the HLOS as
set out above, for example:

 Collaboration and broad engagement across the industry (including TOCs,
RSSB and academia);

 Cross system approaches;

 Clear reporting, monitoring and evaluation to ensure innovation benefits are
delivered;

 Opportunities for integrating with other funding sources and strategies of other
parties;

 Securing commitment from industry partners;

 Rolling out innovations to deliver efficiency and effectiveness gains over the life
of the Control Period.

We welcome further engagement with NR, ORR and broader stakeholders on how we 
can ensure that we provide a framework to maximise the opportunities to bring the 
industry together to innovate and improve over the next control period to improve the 
passenger and freight customer experience and build skills, increase productivity and 
support innovation within the UK rail industry. 
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Office of Rail and Road 
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[redacted]

23 February 2023 

Dear colleague, 

PR23 – Consultation on the financial framework for CP7  

Thank you for giving East West Railway Company (EWR) the opportunity to respond to 
questions posed by ORR in its PR23 Financial Framework for CP7 consultation.  

About EWR 

EWR is creating a new direct connection between Oxford and Cambridge, and beyond. 
Serving communities across the area, it will bring faster journey times and lower transport 
costs as well as easing pressure on local roads. It is an ambitious project that proposes 
bringing back into use a section of railway that was closed to passengers in the 1960s, 
refurbishing existing railway lines between Bletchley and Bedford, and building brand new 
railway infrastructure between Bedford and Cambridge. The first stage is to reopen the line 
between Bicester Gavray Junction and Bletchley. This is known as Connection Stage 1 (CS1), 
to provide two services per hour between Oxford and Milton Keynes Central calling at 
Oxford Parkway, Bicester Village, Winslow & Bletchley High Level stations. The train service 
is due to be introduced onto the network in July 2024 for testing, becoming established in 
the December 2024 timetable. 

General observations about ORR’s consultation 

EWR considers that many of the issues covered by this consultation are somewhat specialist 
and technical in nature, pertaining to the detailed machinations of NR’s regulatory 
framework. Therefore, EWR has only provided responses to a handful of ORR’s questions. 
However, before responding to those specific questions we make the following 
observations. 



NR provides the bulk of Great Britain’s railway infrastructure. Passengers, communities and 
many businesses rely on it being well funded, safe and well managed. For example, rail 
freight operators businesses are wholly reliant on NR providing reliable provision of services 
across more or less the whole GB network. 

Whilst the financial framework for CP7 may seem, at first sight, somewhat esoteric it is in 
fact a vital building block to a well-functioning railway. NR will face all sorts of financial risks 
during CP7 – most notably inflation and execution risk. Therefore, NR will need to have ways 
of managing risks that crystallise without passing these through to stakeholders through 
unduly reduced levels of performance or making unsustainable reductions in renewal spend. 

ORR’s questions 

1.5 Do you agree with our proposal to specify cost of capital and cost of debt values for 
Network Rail in CP7? 

We do not have any comments relating to this question. 

2.9 Do you agree with our proposals for setting and updating regulatory asset base 
balances for CP7? 

We do not have any comments relating to this question. 

3.6 Do you agree with our proposal to retain the current rebate mechanism for CP7? 
We do not have any comments relating to this question. 

4.10 Do you agree with the proposal set out above in respect of how we will take account 
of network grant funding for CP7? 

We do not have any comments relating to this question. 

5.4 Do you agree with our proposal to retain the re-opener provision in track access 
contracts for CP7?  

Yes, although we do not consider that the re-opener provision should be relied upon as a 
way of dealing with anything other than extreme levels of risks materialising.  We consider 
that the use of a re-opener for a control period would likely be extremely time consuming 
and distracting of all railway stakeholders if it were to be used. Therefore, we consider that 
it should be reserved for only the most extreme levels of outturn situations. 



6.5 Do you have any comments on the approach that should be adopted for the use of risk 
funds to manage financial risks in CP7? 

There seem to us to be two main ways in which NR could manage risks that crystallise 
during CP7.  

The first would be to explicitly provide NR, through the PR23 Financial Determination, with a 
significant financial risk buffer that could be ’drawn down’ if and when an adverse risk 
crystallises.  

The second approach would be to allow NR to flex some of its PR23 outputs in the event 
that a risk crystallises. For example, reducing the spend on renewals during CP7. 

If ORR (and DfT as NR’s principle funder) is unwilling (or unable) to provide NR with a 
significant financial risk-buffer for CP7, it seems to us that a pre-determined method of 
flexing NR’s CP7 outputs is the only other way in which NR could absorb adverse outcomes. 
We consider that it would be in all stakeholders interests to understand these financial 
trade-offs upfront through the PR23 Final Determination. Absent such an approach, we are 
concerned that outputs could be reduced in an ad hoc and potentially unsustainable 
manner during CP7. We also consider that such trade-offs should be possible in a 
mechanistic way (as determined up front by PR23) without the need for case-by-case 
approval from ORR. We consider that if ORR was required to opine in every such situation it 
would be likely to slow down the process and introduce too much bureaucracy and 
uncertainty for all stakeholders. 

Therefore, we tend to agree with NR’s proposal for CP7. However, we think that NR’s 
proposal is not quite as described in ORR’s consultation. We believe that it is better 
described as - retaining a broadly similar approach in principle to CP7 as is in place for CP6, 
with some funding identified for asset management activities that would not be started, 
re-scoped or potentially stopped if risk arose (these could be called “contingent asset 
management activities”). 

7.16 Recognising that the budgetary processes themselves are a matter for governments, 
do you have any comments on their impact for how we design the financial framework for 
the infrastructure manager in CP7? 

We do not have any comments relating to this question. 



8.5 Do you have any views on the use of the performance innovation fund in CP6? 

ORR’s aims for the CP6 Performance Innovation Fund (PIF) were laudable. However, in 
practice the results delivered by it seem patchy. We, therefore, query the value for money 
of the CP6 spend through the PIF.  

EWR considers that railway stakeholders should be able to work together, where 
appropriate, to deliver innovative solutions to joint issues without the need for a PIF type 
mechanism. We note that some progress has been made in this regard through 
performance overlays – for example between NR and Merseyrail and between NR and TfL. 

8.6 Do you have any comments on whether a dedicated performance innovation fund 
similar to that used in CP6 should be used in CP7? 

Given that NR’s funding for CP7 seems likely to be highly constrained, we do not consider 
that a hypothecated PIF would be likely to deliver good value for money. Therefore, we do 
not consider that there should be a PIF in CP7.  

8.7 Do you have any comments on how such a fund should be managed? 

If ORR did conclude that there should be a PIF in CP7, we consider that NR would continue 
to be best placed to manage it, with oversight (where appropriate) from ORR. 

Next Steps 

EWR has been working closely with NR and ORR during PR23 on the topics covered by this 
consultation which we welcome.  EWR would welcome the opportunity of discussing our 
feedback with ORR as part of this ongoing dialogue.  

We are content for ORR to publish our response in full. 

Yours sincerely, 

[redacted] 
Contracts Executive, East West Railway Company 
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Executive summary 

We welcome the opportunity to respond to the Office of Rail and Road’s (ORR) consultation on the CP7 

financial framework, published on 19 December 2022. Our views on each of the consultation questions 

are set out in this response, but we provide a summary of our key points here:  

• We agree with ORR’s proposal to maintain existing regulatory mechanisms such as RAB balances,

rebate mechanisms and re-openers.

• We understand why ORR is seeking to incentivise Government to confirm network grant payments

ahead of the final determination, but the proposed mechanism is likely to add additional

administrative burden to the already tight timescales for the periodic review and so we would

welcome further discussion about how early agreement of grant payments could be achieved

without changes to track access contracts.

• Our proposed approach to managing financial risk and uncertainty in CP7 seeks to retain the

benefits of our CP6 approach, whilst adapting it to reflect the funding constraints that we face.

Our risk approaches for England & Wales and Scotland have some differences to reflect the funds

available for CP7 from each of the respective governments.

• CP6 budgetary controls have been critical in allowing us to respond to changes in circumstances,

which impact our inherently uncertain income and costs during the five-year control period. We

continue to discuss with Government the budgetary controls that will be in place for CP7.

• Our England & Wales strategic business plan does not include a performance innovation fund

(PIF), given funding constraints. However, aligned to Scottish Minister’s high level outputs

specification, we have included performance improvement funding in Scotland’s Railway’s plan.

Introduction 

We recognise that ORR’s consultation comes at a time of significant change and uncertainty for the rail 

industry, as is the case for the wider 2023 periodic review. The periodic review itself may be affected by 

industry reform and uncertainty of inflation forecast, future passenger demand and industrial relations 

issues, which may impact how ORR’s conclusions are put into practice during CP7. The flexibility of ORR’s 

overall regulatory frameworks, including the financial framework, will be of significant importance during 

the control period to react to the changes that may take place.   

Following the publication of DfT’s Plan for Rail, Government with the support of industry, including the 

Great British Railways Transition Team (GBRTT), is developing implementation plans that will bring track 

and train together under GBR, creating an integrated plan that incorporates CP7 infrastructure manager 

plans. ORR’s consultation recognises that Network Rail’s financial framework is expected to be absorbed 

into GBR during CP7 and will evolve. 

We have discussed this response with GBRTT and they support the views set out here, but as discussions 

on the overall regulatory framework for GBRTT are ongoing, including the financial framework, this should 

not be considered GBRTT’s formal response to proposals for regulation under rail reform.  

We have set out our response to the questions you raised in your consultation document. We have aligned 

the structure of our response to the sections in the consultation document. 

We note that you are not consulting on the length of control period, indexation approach and treatment 

of costs outside of the scope of PR23, such as historic debt and related financing costs. 
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1. Cost of capital and cost of debt

Do you agree with our proposal to specify cost of capital and cost of debt values for Network Rail in CP7? 

The assessment of the WACC is taking place at a time of significant volatility and uncertainty in financial 

markets. It is difficult to predict how markets will move over CP7, noting uncertainty over future interest 

rates, asset values, government expenditure and general price inflation. 

Unlike other regulated infrastructure managers, the WACC does not drive a significant element of our 

funding requirement as we do not have a typical financial structure / economic regulatory model. But, the 

WACC is important for the reasons ORR notes in its consultation, particularly for calculating some facility 

charges that recover the cost of past works on the network for stakeholders, and for accounting valuation 

purposes. 

We agree that ORR should draw on work done by UKRN’s Cost of Capital Working Group, but note that 

each of the WACC determinations carried out by other regulators reflects the information available at the 

time. For example, we note the UKRN report that ORR provided as part of the consultation is from 

December 2020, which reflected a very different set of circumstances to the ones we face today. It also 

appears that the latest available WACC report on UKRN’s website is dated July 2022, which pre-dates the 

recent economic events that have since seen increases in market rates, and therefore, would be expected 

to have a significant impact on cost of capital estimates. 

As part of our SBP, we have developed our own analysis of the WACC for CP7, which draws on recent 

market data and forecasts of our own debt costs. We welcome a discussion with ORR on this analysis in 

advance of concluding on this issue.   

2. Setting and updating regulatory asset base balances for CP7

Do you agree with our proposals for setting and updating regulatory asset base balances for CP7? 

Since Network Rail’s reclassification in 2014 and the change in our funding arrangements, so that we no 

longer borrow from the markets to finance capital investment, the RAB has limited practical importance 

to our financial framework. However, it is still relevant for our financial reporting, and was used in CP6 to 

price transactions such as the Core Valley Lines disposal in Wales. ORR’s proposal to maintain the existing 

approach to calculating balances, therefore, appears reasonable.   

3. Rebates

Do you agree with our proposal to retain the current rebate mechanism within track access contracts for 

franchised operators for CP7? 

We think that rebates to Government should take place in exceptional circumstances, or where there is a 

very significant outperformance against our forecasts. Under current funding arrangements with 

Government, Network Rail can choose to draw down lower levels of grant funding than originally set out 

at the start of the control period, if funding is not required. Therefore, the likelihood of using the rebate 

mechanism in track access contracts to return funds to Government is very unlikely, given the additional 

administrative complexity that it would involve. However, retaining existing rebate provisions in track 

access contracts does not appear to raise any material issues as it does not preclude Network Rail 

returning funds to government through other channels.  

The dynamics of rebates are likely to change significantly under GBR, as GBR-contracted train operators 

are not expected to have direct financial flows with Government. Therefore, fixed track access charges 

would not provide the same opportunity to return rebates to Government as they do currently. 
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4. Network grant arrangements and dilution provisions

Do you agree with the proposal set out above in respect of how we will take account of network grant 

funding for CP7? 

We agree that there are benefits of the existing track access provisions that provide a mechanism for 
Network Rail to receive agreed funding through access charges in the event that we do not receive 
network grant payments from Government during the control period. The existing mechanisms also 
ensure that CP6 grants are recognised within CP6, and that they are not expected to be deferred into CP7, 
which provides clarity to support the recognition of grant payments in our financial statements. 

We also recognise the importance of creating certainty about funding available to Network Rail before 
the start of CP7, and we understand that ORR wants to create clear governance processes around the 
agreement of grant funding. This is because in PR18, grant funding was agreed late in the periodic review 
process, which caused issues with finalising access charges price lists for CP6.  

ORR’s proposal to include provisions in track access contracts in relation to network grants would provide 
clear incentives to conclude grant discussions in advance of the final determination. However, it is not 
clear that it would be possible to agree the schedule of grant payments before ORR has determined CP7 
outputs and funding, as there could be knock-on impacts of ORR’s decisions on the overall phasing of 
funding and also on the level of fixed track access charges.  

The main concerns that we have with ORR’s proposal are the administrative burden this approach could 
create, and how it could affect train operators that pay FTAC, but are not contracted by DfT or TS, such as 
TfL and Merseyrail. If no network grant was agreed before the start of CP7, charges to these operators 
would be significantly higher than CP6 and is likely to cause significant budgetary issues. Recognising 
these concerns, we would welcome further discussion with ORR about its proposals.  

We also note that whilst network grants are a significant source of income for Network Rail, we also 
receive other grant funding from Government, such as for enhancements, financing costs, corporation tax 
costs and BT Police costs. Therefore, the certainty that the proposed track access contract provisions could 
provide would only relate to part (albeit a significant part) of the income that Network Rail would expect 
to receive during the next five years.  

As with other proposals in ORR’s consultation, the creation of GBR is likely to change the dynamics of 
these financial flows. This raises the question of whether the effort required to make the changes 
proposed by ORR would justify the benefits, particularly as in the future, GBR would look to resolve the 
problem itself because GBR-contracted train operators would no longer have direct financial flows from 
DfT.  

5. Re-opener provisions

Do you agree with our proposal to retain the re-opener provision in track access contracts for CP7? 

Existing re-opener provisions in track access contracts provide the option to re-open the price control if 

there is a material change in circumstances for Great Britain, and also a specific re-opener for Scotland. 

The existing provisions provide some flexibility in the event that the circumstances we face during the 

control period are materially different from those assumed during PR23.  

In reality, if we faced a significant increase in costs during CP7 (e.g. due to significantly higher inflation 

than forecast), we would discuss the implications with DfT, Transport Scotland and ORR as part of 

ongoing performance reporting. Changes to outputs and/or funding would most likely be agreed without 

changes to access charges, and therefore, without using the provisions in track access contracts.  

However, retaining existing re-opener provisions in track access contracts would provide an additional 

channel to respond to changes in circumstances during CP7, without any obvious downsides. Therefore, 

we support ORR’s proposal. 
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6. Management of financial risks

Do you have any comments on the approach that should be adopted for the use of risk funds to manage 

financial risks in CP7?  

ORR’s consultation summarises our current CP6 approach to managing financial risk, and also identifies 

that the level of funding available in CP7 means that holding risk funding in our plans is more difficult. 

Our CP7 approach to managing financial risk seeks to retain as many of the benefits of the CP6 approach 

as possible, which includes: the flexibility provided by holding back funding in ‘resource’ budgets; the 

ability to set outputs on a risk adjusted basis (with P80 being adopted in CP6); and recognising that asset 

management plans will adapt as circumstances change through the control period.  

We expect to face many of the same risks in CP7 as we did in CP6 with some expected to be more 

financially significant (e.g. inflation is expected to be a significant risk in CP7, given the high and volatile 

level of inflation we are currently experiencing) and some new risks (e.g. delivering workforce reform) and 

some not to re-occur (e.g. Covid costs and associated property income shortfall). The extent of risk that we 

will face in CP7 is difficult to quantify as we cannot foresee all the risks that will materialise in the control 

period. But risk exists irrespective of any risk management approach we take. 

Network Rail’s funding settlement is expected to be managed more holistically by GBR in due course but 

the approach set out, below, focuses solely on the risks facing Network Rail. We are continuing to keep in 

touch with GBRTT to understand the progress being made in its work with DfT to develop the overall GBR 

financial management framework. 

Our SBP sets out how we plan to manage financial risk and uncertainty in CP7, which has been discussed 

with ORR, Government and GBRTT. Our approaches in England & Wales and Scotland have some 

differences to reflect the funds available for CP7 from each of the respective governments.  

For England & Wales, our CP7 SoFA funding is broadly equivalent to CP6 levels. However, this funding is 

significantly lower than the funding we would need to maintain a steady state railway, and also includes 

funding for the programme to fit trains with digital signalling equipment, which accounts for up to £1bn 

of funding over CP7. Therefore, we are not in a position to hold back the same scale of funding from 

renewals as we have done in CP6 (c.£3bn). Instead, we plan to: 

• Hold a provision outside of region and function budgets of £500m across the five years as a
backstop for overall financial risk for England & Wales

• Identify c.5% of the value of each regions’ plan that would be deferred or de-scoped if risk
materialised in CP7 – this totals c.£1.5bn for the four England & Wales regions. This is different
from CP6 where we held risk funding in regions that wasn’t aligned to specific activity in the plan.

• Identify output forecasts consistent with our risk-adjusted plan (i.e. excluding the £2.0bn
associated with risk. This is consistent with our CP6 approach. We will also identify our assessment
of the impact on outputs, reflecting the uncertainty of precise forecasting, if risk does not
materialise and we do not need the funding for risk.

• To provide flexibility within our CP7 budget to manage risk, and consistent with our CP6 approach,
we will hold a proportion of funding that would otherwise be allocated to renewals as ‘resource’
budget (or RDEL).

• We will also separately identify the impact of higher than forecast inflation on our net costs (i.e.
costs less income) to set out the scale of risk that we face in CP7. We will use this information to
support discussions with Government about how we would manage a situation with materially
higher inflation than assumed in the SoFA.
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In Scotland, we plan to hold a provision in CP7 plans for risk, but given the timing of the Transport 

Scotland’s HLOS and SoFA, we are continuing to work through the value of risk provisions we will hold for 

CP7. The holding position on risk funding will be set out in Scotland’s Railway’s interim SBP. Business 

planning activity ahead of the publication of Transport Scotland’s SoFA developed a ‘minimum viable 

product’ for our SBP, and so a key difference from England & Wales is that Scotland’s Railway has not 

identified any further activity in the plan that would be deferred or de-scoped if risk materialised. 

Scotland’s Railway’s CP7 outputs are based on a plan that assumes we will require the risk funding for risk 

that materialises in the control period.  

Our risk approaches in England & Wales and Scotland aim to provide some ability to manage uncertainty 

during CP7, which will lead to changes in plans during the control period, as circumstances change and 

new information arises. We understand that ORR is planning to consult on its managing change policy for 

CP7 before the draft determination. As we set out in our September 2022 response to ORR’s overall 

framework consultation, we understand that transparency of changes we make to our plans is important 

to enable ORR and Government to continue to monitor us effectively against an up-to-date view of 

funding and outcomes across regions and functions. We look forward to engaging with ORR further on 

this area of policy. 

7. Governments’ budgetary processes

Recognising that the budgetary processes themselves are a matter for governments, do you have any 

comments on their impact for how we design the financial framework for the infrastructure manager in 

CP7? 

Government sets Network Rail’s budget controls, rather than ORR. In its consultation document, ORR 

identified the controls that are in place for CP6 and explains that it expects these to stay broadly the 

same for CP7. We note that the flexibilities ORR describes have not all been available to Network Rail in 

CP6, such as the ability to roll forward 0.75% of resource budgets into future years. The budgetary 

controls that we have in place for CP6 have been critical in allowing us to respond to changes in 

circumstances, which impact our inherently uncertain income and costs during the five-year control 

period. Current controls mean that we can make effective and efficient asset management decisions to 

support delivery for passengers and freight customers. 

We continue to discuss with Government the budgetary controls that will be in place for CP7. However, 

our SBP has been developed on the basis that the budgetary controls in CP7 are at least as flexible as they 

are in CP6. For example, our CP7 efficiency forecasts are predicated on having continued flexibility to 

manage budgets effectively. 

Removing existing flexibilities would lead to a reduction in financial and management flexibility that 

would constrain our asset management approaches in a way that would lead to less efficient and 

effective delivery. This flexibility is very important, particularly in our regional businesses, as restrictions 

would impact asset management decisions to replace or maintain, and to schedule work in the most 

efficient way.  

Our experience of CP6 and understanding of how other DfT arm’s length bodies manage their inherent 

workbank variability has led us to identify some potential improvements to the current financial controls, 

which we continue to discuss with Government (e.g. allowing us to accelerate both resource and capital 

budgets from future years). 
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8. Performance innovation fund

Do you have any views on the use of the performance innovation fund in CP6? 

Do you have any comments on whether a dedicated performance innovation fund similar to that used in 

CP6 should be used in CP7? 

Do you have any comments on how such a fund should be managed? 

Getting passengers and freight where they need to be, on time, must continue to be a top priority for the 
whole rail industry. Both HLOSs for England & Wales and Scotland make clear the importance of 
delivering reliable services to passengers and freight users.  

Our overall objective is to give passengers and freight users the highest level of train performance possible 
so we get them where they need to be, on time. But we face increasing challenges in CP7 from ageing 
assets, climate change and uncertain passenger demand. Because of these additional challenges, we have 
to make careful choices within the funding available. Our SBP reflects difficult decisions about where to 
prioritise funding to maximise its benefit.  

The majority of the £45m funding from the Performance Innovation Fund in CP6 went towards schemes 
to improve autumn management (including improved sanding equipment on trains and new technologies 
such as cryogenic rail head treatment). However, we do not think that the PIF was successful in terms of 
quick and effective identification and deployment of funds for small train performance innovation 
initiatives. One of the key challenges has been the time it takes to agree multi-party contracts, which has 
led to longer lead times for delivering the benefits of schemes. We also think that ring-fencing funding for 
specific purposes, limits our ability to decide how best to use funding in the control period to maximise 
value. 

Reflecting our CP6 experience, and the constrained level of funding we have available for CP7, our 
strategic business plan for England & Wales does not include a specific provision for the PIF. We have 
already made ORR aware that we currently do not intend to establish a network wide PIF for CP7. Our 
approach for CP7 does not preclude regions from self-funding identified innovation or alternative funding 
opportunities (e.g. using the ‘First of a Kind’ funding application process).  

Scotland’s Railway has included a funding provision in their plan for performance improvements, which 
reflects Scottish Government’s High Level Outputs Specification.  

We have also included £165m of research, development and innovation (RD&I) funding in our CP7 plan. 
Included in our RD&I pipeline for CP7 are schemes that focus on improving the passenger experience 
(including train performance), which will be delivered through regional innovation. We have also identified 
freight improvements that we plan to co-fund with RSSB.  

The cross-industry framework we have in place to manage our RD&I portfolio has been developed directly 
with RSSB, to maximise the value of investment. By creating a joint framework we can create one clear 
railway response to the challenges we face. In doing this we have also gathered feedback from, and 
continue to engage with, railway industry bodies, groups such as RIA, operators and others to identify 
specific areas of interest that could further increase value for money through pooling or collaboration. 

By attending the train operator innovation group, along with GBRTT, we have worked to identify a 
number of areas where there is the potential for collaboration to improve train performance beyond 
specific initiatives already in our plan, and to address multiple industry needs. For example, better 
accessibility will improve passenger experience, reduce dwell times and enable our station teams to be 
more flexible. We have also identified a requirement for improved camera usage on trains which have 
been proven to allow for more effective information transfer and decision making following major 
incidents that create a quicker route to return to service, for example, determining if an incident needs a 
police presence. 

Such initiatives are good examples of how we can continue to work closely with industry on targeting 
performance improvements through the RD&I pipeline, to contribute to improving train performance over 
CP7 and beyond. 
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Dear PR23 Team, 

NTL response to PR23 – Consultation on the 
financial framework for CP7 

Thank you for consulting Northern Trains Limited (NTL) on the financial framework for CP7 
consultation. We have set out our response to cover the questions asked as part of the 
consultation as follows: 

1. Cost of capital and cost of debt

Do you agree with our proposal to specify cost of capital and cost of debt values or 
Network Rail in CP7? 

NTL agrees, however at a sensible rate to be agreed once calculation completed. 

2. Setting and updating regulatory asset base balances for CP7

Do you agree with our proposals for setting and updating regulatory asset base 
balances for CP7? 

NTL agrees with this proposal. 

3. Rebates

Do you agree with our proposal to retain the current rebate mechanism for CP7? 

NTL agrees with this proposal.  

[redacted]
Head of Access & Strategic 

[redacted]
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4. Network grant arrangements and dilution provisions

Do you agree with the proposal set out above in respect of how we will take account 
of network grant funding for CP7? 

NTL would prefer a signed network grant documentation from funder before the final 
determination, which would allow the FTACs to be set for the control period. If this is not 
achieved, NTL would need to see the impact on our FTACs and understand the position with 
the DfT on variance to cost target. As NTL shouldn’t be required to find more efficiencies 
from within the business to pay for increases above forecasted costs levels. NTL would 
require consultation on any proposed changes to the Track Access contract as set out in the 
proposal.  

5. Re-opener provisions

Do you agree with our proposal to retain the re-opener provision in track access 
contracts for CP7? 

NTL supports this proposal. However similar to section 4, any cost increases NTL would 
need to understand the position with the DfT on variances to cost target.  

6. Management of financial risks

Do you have any comments on the approach that should be adopted for the use of 
risk funds to manage financial risks in CP7? 

No comment. 

7. Governments’ budgetary processes

Recognising that the budgetary processes themselves are a matter for 
governments, do you have any comments on their impact for how we design the 
financial framework for the infrastructure manager in CP7? 

No comment. 



8. Performance innovation fund

Do you have any views on the use of the performance innovation fund in CP6? 

NTL believes the performance innovation fund (PIF) was a valuable industry asset that 
allowed for the developments of schemes that would not have had a chance of development 
under normal business operations. However, it has not been clear on how approved projects 
have been tested on their success and held to account for improving performance.  

Do you have any comments on whether a dedicated performance innovation fund 
similar to that used in CP6 should be used in CP7? 

NTL would support dedicated funding similar to the performance innovation fund. 

Do you have any comments on how such a fund should be managed? 

NTL believes the PIF was not utilised to its maximum due to time capability to support this 
work within the industry, plus the industry needs to improve processes for better capturing 
problem statements. There is a potential to be focused into the direction of engaging a few 
with a limited view of the whole system and its opportunities.  

The industry would benefit from improved reporting of all PIF funded projects, which shows 
performance against plan and risks. The PIF projects should not be kept to organisations 
involved in testing the concept, but progress shared with the whole industry to allow others 
in the industry to take interest in what is possible and support the development work.  

NTL suggests that the funding could be split into two. One to be used to more expeditious 
opportunities for a problem solution and the other for longer terms early-stage ideation and 
experimentation stages.  

In the future, thought should be given to how none rail industry aligned suppliers could apply 
for funding to assist with problem statement resolution. This would truly bring innovation to 
the industry and has the potential to drive costs down.  

Yours sincerely, 

[redacted]
Head of Access & Strategic Partnerships 

www.northernrailway.co.uk 
NORTHERN TRAINS LIMITED 

 Company No. 03076444 
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No. 1389 4712 

De ar Will 

RE : ORR’s PR23 consultation on the financial framework for CP7

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the ORR’s PR23 consultation on the financial framework 
for CP7. Please find Rail Partners’ response to the questions below.  

1. Cost of capital and cost of debt

ORR’s  propos a l

ORR acknowle dge s  tha t  t he  e s t imate  of NR’s  cos t  of capit a l and cos t  of de bt  doe s  not  have  an impact
on it s  re ve nue  re quire me nt  give n t ha t  t he  company is  now cas h funde d by DfT for ope ra t ions ,
mainte nance  and re ne wals  and tha t  t he  cos t  of his t oric  de bt  is  picke d up dire c t ly by DfT. Howe ve r, it
is  propos e d to e s t ima te  NR’s  cos t  of capit a l for t he  following re as ons :

• Calcula t ing fac ilit y charge s  payable  by third part ie s ;
• Providing a  be nchmark dis count  ra t e / in t e rna l ra t e  of re turn for in t e rna l proje c t s  (and othe r

e conomic  de c is ions ) by Ne twork Ra il in CP7; and
• The  cos t  of de bt  a ffe c t s  t he  Cros s ra il s upple me nta l acce s s  charge  income  tha t  Ne twork Ra il will 

re ce ive  in CP7.

Rail Part ne rs ’ re s pons e  

Rail Partners agrees, for the reasons ORR states, that it should estimate NR’s cost of capital even 
tho ugh it doesn’t directly affect NR’s revenue requirement. We would expect ORR to consult on the 
methodology and assumptions it will use to calculate the cost of capital. We assume that ORR 
monitors that NR uses its cost of capital consistently for the purpo ses set out above.  

2. Updating regulatory asset base balances for CP7

ORR’s proposal

ORR acknowledges that updating the regulatory asset base (RAB) is not required as part of
determining NR’s revenue requirement for CP7. However, it is proposed that the RAB be updated for
the following reasons:

Will Godfrey, Director of Economics, Finance & Markets
Office of Rail and Road 
25 Cabot Square  
London  
E14 4QZ 
28 February 2023 



• Provide  a  va lua t ion of Ne t work Ra il’s  as s e t s  (for e xample , as  us e d in CP6  for t he  dive s tme nt  of
the  Core  Va lle y Line s );

• Enhance  unde rs t anding of t he  long-t e rm financ ing of t he  ne twork;
• Facilit a t e  comparabilit y with ot he r re gula t e d ne twork bus ine s s e s ; and
• Support  t he  va lua t ion of a s s e t s  for dis pos a l or t rans fe r purpos e s .

Rail Part ne rs ’ re s pons e  

Give n tha t  upda t ing the  RAB will have  no impac t  on acce s s  charge s , Rail Part ne rs  doe s  not  obje c t  t o 
ORR unde rt aking this  e xe rc is e . We  do think tha t  it  is  us e ful t o ke e p update d in cas e  of dive s t me nt  of 
part s  of t he  ne twork s uch as  the  Core  Valle y Line s  a lthough it  s hould be  note d tha t  t he  re place me nt  
cos t  of NR’s  as s e t s  is  s ignificant ly in e xce s s  of t he  va lue  of t he  RAB, which is  more  of a  financ ia l 
cons t ruc t . 

One  re as on for ke e ping t he  RAB update d t ha t  is  not  lis t e d, is  in cas e  of any future  change s  to NR’s  
s t a tus  which would re quire  once  aga in a  conve nt iona l approach to ca lcula t ing the  re ve nue  
re quire me nt  and acce s s  charge s . 

3. Rebates

ORR’s  propos a l

The re  is  a  curre nt  re ba te  me chanis m in t rack acce s s  cont rac t s  for franchis e d pas s e nge r ope ra tors . It
provide s  for Ne twork Rail t o re ba te  income  tha t  it  doe s  not  re quire  to dis charge  it s  obliga t ions  unde r
it s  ne twork lice nce  and any cont rac t s  t o which it  is  a  party. ORR propos e s  to re t a in t he  re ba te
me chanis m for CP7.

Rail Part ne rs ’ re s pons e

The rebate mechanism is highly unlikely to be exercised and contracted operators would not benefit
as it would be passed through to Government. However, Rail Partners think that it is important to
maintain this mechanism as it can help to ensure that NR does not overcharge for its services and
maintains records that can be used for future comparison purposes and can assist w ith
accountability.

4. Network Grant arrangements and dilution provisions

ORR’s proposal

As ORR states, Network Rail recovers a high proportion of its fixed costs through direct network
grants from funders. This is in lieu of fixed track access charges (F TACs) paid mainly by contracted
passenger operators.
The existing track access contracts held by contracted passenger operators contain network grant
dilution provisions. These provide that, in the unlikely event that a network grant payment is not made
during the control period, operators would each be obliged to pay a share of the shortfall to Network
Rail, three months after the ‘dilution date’.



ORR is  propos ing t he  following approach for CP7:  

• Se e k writ t e n confirmat ion from Ne twork Ra il and funde rs  of t he  da te s , amount s  and condit ions
for ne twork grant  payme nt s  be fore  the  fina l de t e rmina t ion. If t his  is  achie ve d, ORR will re fle c t
ne twork grant  payme nt s  in FTACs  in the  s ame  way a s  for CP6 ;

• If ne twork grant  docume nt a t ion is  not  in place  be fore  ORR publis he s  it s  fina l de t e rmina t ion, it  will 
as s ume  the re  will be  no grant  funding for CP7, and t he  Sche dule  of Fixe d Charge s  would be  s e t  t o
re cove r Ne twork Ra il’s  t ot a l ne t  re ve nue  re quire me nt . Howe ve r, ORR would a ls o inc lude  a
varia t ion c laus e  in pas s e nge r ope ra tors ’ t rack acce s s  cont rac t s  whe re by FTAC amount s  would
be  adjus t e d downwards  t o  re fle c t  any amount  of ne t work grant  if t h is  is  confirme d be fore  t he
s t a rt  of CP7. This  would be  a  change  to t he  proce s s  in PR18, whe re  the  le ve l of FTACs  we re  s e t  in
price  lis t s  in De ce mbe r 2018, bas e d on an as s ume d le ve l of grant  funding.

Rail Partners’ response

This seems a sensible approach by ORR. Clearly, the increase in FTACs that would be required if no 
grant funding agreement was in place would have to be an allowable cost under the existing 
contracts and payable to the TOCs by DfT. However, we fully expect the grant funding agreement to 
be in place well before the start of CP7. We think it is very unlikely the grant dilution provision would 
ever be required b ecause the increase in FTACs that this would entail would have to be funded by DfT 
in any case. However, in principle, we understand the protection to NR’s revenue requirement that 
this provides.  

5. Reopener provisions

ORR’s  propos a l

Re -ope ne r provis ion a re  common in re gula t e d indus t rie s  and in ra il re fe r t o the  abilit y t o ame nd the
re ve nue  re quire me nt s  t ha t  Ne twork Ra il can re cove r through acce s s  charge s  and ne twork grant s  in
e xt re me  c ircums tance s .

ORR propos e s  to re t a in t he  re -ope ne r provis ion in t rack acce s s  cont rac t s , update d to re fe r t o ‘be fore
1 April 20 29 ’. Re -ope ne rs  can occur in t he  following c ircums t ance s :

• A mate ria l change  in the  c ircums t ance s  of Ne twork Rail or in re le vant  financ ia l marke t s . Unde r
this  provis ion ORR would cons ide r whe t he r the re  we re  compe lling re as ons  to init ia t e  an acce s s
charge s  re vie w, having re gard to our dut ie s  unde r s e c t ion 4 of t he  Act ; and

• If e xpe ndit ure  in Scot land is  fore cas t  t o be  more  t han 15 pe rce nt  highe r t han t he  de te rmina t ion
ove r a  forward-looking t hre e -ye ar pe riod. This  provis ion applie s  to Scot land only.

Rail Part ne rs ’ re s pons e  

Rail Part ne rs  s upport s  in princ iple  t he  cont inua t ion of t he s e  re ope ne r provis ions  if it  caus e d only a  
pote nt ia l change  in FTAC. We  would not  s upport  it  if a  re ope ne r might  le ad to an incre as e  in t he  
variable  t rack acce s s  charge  and/or the  Infras t ruc t ure  Cos t  Charge  which is  le vie d on ope n acce s s  
ope ra tors .  

ORR s hould cons ide r re vie wing what  might  be  ‘compe lling re as ons ’ bas e d on le s s ons  le arnt  in ot he r 
indus t rie s  as  a  re s ult  of COVID/high infla t ion. The re  ne e ds  to re main a  s t rong ince nt ive  for NR to be  



e ffic ie nt  in t ime s  of, for e xample , high input  price  infla t ion/ infla t ionary unce rt a inty, re cognis ing t ha t  
re a lit y might  de via t e  s o fa r from re gula tory as s umpt ions  us e d to s e t  t he  re ve nue  re quire me nt  t ha t  a  
re -ope ne r would be  re quire d.   

6. Management of financial risk

ORR’s  propos a l

Ne twork Ra il is  propos ing t o re t a in a  broadly s imila r approach in princ iple  to CP7 as  is  in place  for CP6 ,
with s ome  funding in a  ris k fund and s ome  funding ringfe nce d t o priorit is e  s ome  as s e t  manage me nt
ac t ivit ie s .

ORR re cognis e s  tha t  give n the  difficult  e conomic  e nvironme nt  for t he  indus t ry and the  le ve l of
funding in the  SoFA, it  is  unlike ly tha t  Ne twork Ra il will be  able  to t rans fe r as  much funding from it s
core  plan int o ris k funds  as  it  did in CP6 .

ORR doe s n’t  s ay what  it s  pre fe rre d approach is  and s imply as ks  if we  have  any comme nt s  on t he
approach t ha t  s hould be  adopte d for t he  us e  of ris k funds  to manage  financ ia l ris ks  in CP7.

Rail Part ne rs ’ re s pons e

Rail Partners recognises that Network Rail will not be able to transfer as much funding from its core
plan into risk funds as it did in CP6 g iven constraints on public funding. However we think the
structure of the risk fund needs some thought.

The level of funding for NR will be based on future inflationary assumptions which will be highly
uncertain. The amount available for a single risk fu nd will therefore largely depend on the view of how
inflationary risk is priced into the core funding. This is likely to be very high because NR will want to be
insulated from inflationary pressures.

Rail Partners believes that ORR therefore needs to cons ider how the mechanism is adapted to reflect
the economic and inflationary uncertainty beyond simply having a lower risk fund. Our suggestion is
to have the following structure:

• Core  funding + De dica te d infla t ionary ris k fund + Othe r ris k fund

NR would have  to s how tha t  infla t ion was  re s pons ible  be fore  it  can draw on the  infla t ionary ris k fund 
thus  he lping to ince nt ivis e  it  t o be  e ffic ie nt .      

7. Governments’ budgetary processes

ORR’s  propos a l

Ne twork Ra il face s  a  numbe r of budge t  cons t ra int s  due  to Re s ource  De part me nta l Expe ndit ure  Limit
(RDEL) and Capit a l De part me nt a l Expe nditure  Limit  (CDEL) rule s  tha t  a ls o apply to DfT’s  own budge t .
The re  a re  a ls o cons t ra int s  put  in place  by the  Scot t is h Gove rnme nt .

ORR acknowle dge s  tha t  t h is  is  a  mat t e r for Gove rnme nt s  but  as ks  whe t he r the re  a re  any comme nt s
on the  impact  of t he s e  budge tary proce s s e s  for how it  de s igns  t he  financ ia l frame work for CP7.



Rail Part ne rs ’ re s pons e  

It ’s  not  obvious  to Ra il Part ne rs  tha t  ORR can do much in t he  de s ign of t he  financ ia l frame work to t ake  
account  of t he  impact  of Gove rnme nt s ’ budge tary proce s s e s . In fac t , t hos e  budge tary proce s s e s  
ought  to e ns ure  tha t  Ne twork Ra il is  dis c ipline d in it s  budge t ing and cos t  cont rol. 

8. Performance innovation  fund

ORR’s  propos a l

The  CP6  Pe rformance  Innovat ion Fund provide d Ne t work Ra il’s  re gions , Sys t e m Ope ra t or and t ra in
ope ra tors  acce s s  to funding, wort h £40  million ove r the  cont rol pe riod, t o s upport  t he  indus t ry in
unde rt aking innovat ive  proje c t s  a ime d a t  driving improve me nt s  in t ra in pe rformance . In part icula r, t he
funding is  de s igne d to fac ilit a t e  collabora t ion be twe e n Ne twork Ra il and the  wide r indus t ry on ce rt a in
init ia t ive s  tha t  may be  s e e n to carry too much ris k for one  company to de ve lop a lone .

The  fund is  we lcome  but  c le arly ve ry s mall whe n compare d wit h ove ra ll indus t ry funding.

Rail Part ne rs  re cognis e s  the  cons t ra int s  on the  SoFA but  we  are  ca lling for a  re a l t e rms  incre as e  in the
fund in CP7 to £80 m. This  is  s t ill a  ve ry s mall proport ion of t he  ove ra ll re ve nue  re quire me nt  but  can
de live r s ignificant  be ne fit s .

ORR re cognis e s  tha t  t he  gove rnance  of t he  fund improve d ove r CP6 . Rail Part ne rs  s ugge s t s  t he
following furt he r improve me nt s  for CP7:

1. Agre e  ways  (in line  with Gre e n Book/We bTAG appra is a l proce s s e s ) of va luing pe rformance
e nhance me nt s  in bus ine s s  cas e s  which don’t  jus t  re ly on Sche dule  8 ca lcula t ions  /  re ve nue
be ne fit s . Inc lude  things  like  the  t rue  cos t  of d is rupt ion (e .g. h ighe r ope ra t ing cos t s ), los t
cus tome r t ime , de lay re pay and s afe ty impact s .

2. Have  a  much be t t e r inve s t me nt  t e mpla t e  bas e d on t he  one s  us e d for ot he r s mall inve s t me nt
s che me s  and compare  s che me s , inc luding non-pe rformance  s che me s , in t he  s ame  way.

3. Provide  s pons ors  for e ach s che me , inc luding from t ra in ope ra tors .

4. Allow bus ine s s  cas e s  to apply ove r t he  e nt ire  re ma ining life  of t he  as s e t s  be ing improve d, and not
jus t  a rbit ra rily to t he  e nd of NRCs /PSCs  or the  ne xt  Ne twork Ra il cont rol pe riod.

5. Make  s ure  the  fund is  s uffic ie nt ly ring-fe nce d for it  not  t o ge t  cance lle d/ ra ide d if t he re  a re  cos t
ove rruns  e ls e whe re .

6 . Whe re  pos s ible , t op it  up with funding from othe r s ource s , for e xample  co-funding from third 
part ie s . 

7. Re cognis ing t ha t  ORR can’t  ant ic ipa te  wha t  future  SoFAs  will be , t he re  would be  me rit  in making it
a  s t anding/ rolling fund and not  jus t  for t he  5-ye ar cont rol pe riod s o tha t  t he  cont rol pe riod e nd
date  doe s  not  be come  an obs t ac le  to ide nt ifying and commit t ing t o future  s che me s .



8. It  s hould be  made  c le ar t ha t  t h is  is  an indus t ry-wide  fund, not  jus t  Ne twork Rail and the
gove rnance  ne e ds  to re fle c t  t h is  with an e qua l role  for ope ra tors  in tha t  gove rnance . The  divis ion
be twe e n the  two is  oft e n wholly a rbit ra ry, and s che me s  s hould be  judge d on whole -indus t ry, not
narrowe r TOC or infras t ruc ture  me rit s .

9 . Re move  the  rule  tha t  ins is t s  t he  PIF is  only to be  us e d for inve s tme nt s  tha t  ot he rwis e  wouldn’t  
happe n. This  has  le d t o e ndle s s  de ba te  about  which inve s tme nt s  might  and might  not  happe n. 

10 . Simila rly, re move  the  re quire me nt  t ha t  promote rs  de mons t ra t e  t ha t  a  s che me  is  ‘innova t ive ’. This  
is  a  difficult  c rit e ria  t o prove  and has  le d to e ndle s s  de ba te . Pe rhaps  changing t he  name  to 
‘Pe rformance  Improve me nt  Fund’. 

11. Sche me s  once  aut horis e d s hould s ubs e que nt ly be  re port e d on jus t  like  any ot he r capit a l s che me
and gove rne d accordingly.

Yours  s ince re ly 

[redacted] 
Director of Policy
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Introduction 
The office of Rail and Road (ORR) published PR23 – Consultation on the financial framework for CP7 on 19 
December 2022 which sets out the approach to the financial framework for Network Rail (NR) ahead of the 
forthcoming financial control period. There are eight matters being consulted on, including the Performance 
Innovation Fund (PIF), which the ORR are seeking views on. 

Performance Innovation Fund 
At the beginning of CP6 the PIF was created to provide NR regions, System Operator and train operators access 
to funding worth £40 million to support industry in undertaking projects aimed at driving improvements in 
train performance. In particular, the funding is designed to facilitate collaboration between NR and the wider 
industry on certain initiatives that may be seen to carry too much risk for one company to develop alone. The 
fund is governed by a board with equal representation from NR and train operators. 

It is noted in the consultation document that while authorised expenditure of the fund totals £38.6 million, 
only £12.5 million has been spent (as at the end of 2021 – 2022 financial year). 

The issue of money being authorised but not spent was discussed at the most recent Better Operations 
Programme Board where the NR Director for Network Strategy and Operations admitted that there were 
challenges within NR’s financial governance and procurement procedures that added complexity to releasing 
the funds which significantly slows down projects that have been approved. 

The biggest single project authorised was £4.4 million to facilitate trials of Double Variable Rate Sanders on 
Northern Class 323s, an implementation of RSSB ADHERE Research Programme (project T1107). Other RSSB 
research has also been further developed or piloted through PIF funding, including WaterTrack (project 
SC04-POB-16), cryogenic cleaning of the railhead (project SC04-POB-15), and the Rail Performance Model for 
Strategic Decision Making (project COF-DSP-05). 
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Consultation Questions 
ORR have posed three questions relating to the PIF within the consultation. The Rail Safety and Standards 
Board (RSSB) research team consider the PIF to be a valuable tool in supporting implementation of key 
research projects and have therefore responded to each of the questions to inform the consultation. 

Ques tion 1: Do you have any view on the us e of the performance innovation 
fund in CP6? 
The PIF has demonstrated its use in facilitating the implementation of strong research and development 
findings and outputs where there is clear performance improvement but: 

• The costs and benefits fall to different organisations.

• It cannot be brought about via supply chain product development, ie, introduction of non-product or
significant complexity in the integration of a new or improved product.

An example of the former is the use of the PIF to fund the adoption of solutions from the RSSB research 
programme ADHERE aimed at improving the management of low adhesion. Responsibility and cost of 
managing adhesion sits with NR but successful management sits with the operators. Without access to the PIF 
it would have been more difficult for an individual region or operator to make a compelling case to self-fund 
the adoption of Double Variable Rate Sanders. 

An example of the latter is the use of a novel modelling tool – Rail Performance Model for Strategy Decision 
Making – for granular timetable analysis leading to a better ability to mitigate performance issues through 
timetabling intervention. 

While the PIF has had notable successes, it has not been fully exploited. In our opinion that is due, in part, to 
the disconnect between completed research (whether through the RSSB, NR or other research programmes) 
and obtaining the necessary approvals and release of funds to initiate a PIF project. The fund has 
demonstrated that it can successfully help bridge the valley of death between research and implementation. 
To do so systematically the process would greatly benefit from being more closely aligned with outcomes 
coming from research pipelines to ensure seamless progression (where appropriate) into the pilot/initial 
deployment phase. This would ensure that individual research can maintain momentum and have a source of 
funding while all the key stakeholders are engaged. 
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Ques tion 2: Do you have any comments  on whether a dedicated performance 
innovation fund s imilar  to that us ed in CP6 s hould be used in CP7? 
From a research implementation perspective this fund is very much needed to support the adoption of 
compelling research and development findings that benefit service performance but where a single 
organisation is not well placed to implement. A dedicated industry fund that is separate from both research 
and ‘day-to-day’ operations (but well linked to both) is important because it protects the money so that it can 
be used to implement truly innovative solutions that cannot be introduced as part of the life cycle of assets. 
Without this, such solutions are competing for funding against core business activities which can stifle the 
implementation of new ways of working. 

In shaping a future such fund, it is worth considering: 

• Other key industry objectives in addition to service reliability that have similar gaps to bridge in
operationalising changes emerging from research and development pipelines.

• The role of GBR as the guiding mind in ensuring alignment between research, innovation, and
day-to-day’ operations.

• The challenge to secure operational time and resources to introduce and learn from change being
pursued, in addition to funds for external one-off spend that the PIF focussed on.

• Clarity on the use of such funds beyond the first adopter(s) to create a ‘tipping point’ after which the
change is pursued with confidence under a long-term deployment framework, which will still be
needed.

Ques tion 3: Do you have any comments  on how s uch a fund s hould be 
managed? 
It has been noted in the consultation that there seems to be an uneven split of awards and size of awards 
across regions (paragraph 8.2). Given that performance is intrinsically a cross-industry issue, this could be 
improved by reviewing the existing governance board to ensure it is truly representative of the whole industry 
and that it reports openly cross-industry groups around the proposals that are submitted, the reasons behind 
its decision to either fund or not fund, and how each project is anticipated to support wider industry adoption. 

The process for applying for funding should also be streamlined to allow research projects (from RSSB, NR and 
other research programmes) to transition quicker from the research phase into a pilot, trial or initial 
deployment. This could be achieved by the original case for research being used as the basis to justify PIF 
funding which can be accessed immediately on the condition that the research project demonstrates a positive 
industry business case and a clear roadmap for end user adoption. This would enable research projects to 
maintain momentum and increase the attractiveness of supporting new research to industry as there is a 
clearer pathway for how research can progress at pace onto the network. This would also help to demonstrate 
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the feasibility of the business case proposed by the research and provide a template for how other parts of the 
industry could implement the findings with real data/experience to support their business case. 



[redacted] 
Track Access & HS1 Contracts Manager 

SE Trains Limited 

FAO – PR23 Team  

14th March 2023 

REF - PR23 – Consultation on the financial framework for CP7 

With reference to the Consultation issued by Network Rail on 19th December 2022 in relation to the 
Consultation on the financial framework for CP7, this letter constitutes SE Trains Limited’s (SETL) 
formal response. 

SETL has reviewed the document and consulted with colleagues internally who have provided the 
following answers to the questions that were set out within the Consultation. 

1. Cost of capital and cost of debt
Question - Do you agree with our proposal to specify cost of capital and cost of debt values 
for Network Rail in CP7? 

SETL’s Response 
Yes – provided we have full visibility of the work of the UKRN’s Cost of Capital Working 
Group and how it is applied to the final specified value. 

2. Setting and updating regulatory asset base balances for CP7
Question - Do you agree with our proposals for setting and updating regulatory asset base 
balances for CP7? 

SETL’s Response 
Broadly yes. However, ORR should consider whether CPI is appropriate to be used as an 
inflator for all asset categories rather than apply by default to all categories.  
Also, how are disposals treated in this situation and where does the gain/loss from any 
disposal go? 

3. Rebates
Question - Do you agree with our proposal to retain the current rebate mechanism for CP7? 

SETL’s Response 
We believe a rebate mechanism should be retained but the requirement for Network Rail to 
be confident that surplus funds will not be required should be removed. Network Rail with 
naturally never be confident that the surplus is not required as they will want to do the work 
and spend the money, whereas TOCs will have paid the money and seen no benefit. This is 
in our view overly cautious and means that rebates are only every likely towards the end of 
the Control Period, or even not likely at all.  

We propose that surplus should be monitored on an ongoing basis and joint governance put 
in place to identify and agree more timely release of surplus funds. 

We agree that any release should not create risks to the financial sustainability of Network 
Rail’s business, however, we also identify that failure to release surplus funds should also 
not create risks to the financial stability of TOCs who face annual spending targets and 
budgetary pressures. 



4. Network grant arrangements and dilution provisions
Question - Do you agree with the proposal set out above in respect of how we will take 
account of network grant funding for CP7? 

SETL’s Response 
Yes, we agree that this would improve the overall governance and assurance around 
Network Rail’s funding certainty for CP7. However, the current CP6 approach naturally 
incentivises Network Rail to maximise grant finding based on initial estimate, else they would 
have to go to TOCs for more FTAC than determined. The new approach removes some of 
that incentive, whereby not any grants not contracted at the date of the Final Determination 
are already funded through FTAC and so Network Rail are fully funded. We believe there 
should be specific provision/targets to incentivise Network Rail to maximise the amount of 
grant funding post final determination to reduce the overall FTAC level post determination.  

5. Re-opener provisions
Question - Do you agree with our proposal to retain the re-opener provision in track access 
contracts for CP7? 

SETL’s Response 
No, as the existing provisions do not consider wider industry or TOC related scenarios. Even 
with the significant impact of Covid-19 during CP6, there was no re-opener. We believe there 
should be scope for re-opener if a majority of TOCs believe there is a case for re-opener due 
to underlying financial and commercial circumstances. 

6. Management of financial risks
Question - Do you have any comments on the approach that should be adopted for the use 
of risk funds to manage financial risks in CP7? 

SETL’s Response 
We understand flexibility will be required when setting initial plans. However, we are 
concerned that operators are being asked to contribute to a risk fund where we have no 
certainty around its use. What are the governance arrangements around these provisions 
from an ORR/TOC perspective? If this is a ringfenced fund, any surplus should be 
separately monitored and rebated to TOCs on an annual basis. 

7. Governments’ budgetary processes
Question - Recognising that the budgetary processes themselves are a matter for 
governments, do you have any comments on their impact for how we design the financial 
framework for the infrastructure manager in CP7? 

SETL’s Response 
We highlight that there is a distinct disconnect between the suggested approach and how 
TOCs are funded. TOCs are given annuals expenditure targets +/-% of previous years with 
no ability to defer 10% CDEL etc.   

8. Performance innovation fund
8.1 Do you have any views on the use of the performance innovation fund in CP6? 

SETL’s Response: We believe it is important that all TOCs have fair and equal ability to 
access the fund. We would welcome the establishment of a performance innovation fund in 
CP7 and would seek to have active representation in any associated governance. 



8.2 Do you have any comments on whether a dedicated performance innovation fund similar 
to that used in CP6 should be used in CP7? 

SETL’s Response:  
We believe a dedicated performance innovation fund should be used in CP7. We would also 
like to suggest that a separate carbon innovation fund is established to specifically help 
initiate projects to contribute to carbon reduction. 

8.3 Do you have any comments on how such a fund should be managed? 

SETL’s Response:  
Such a fund should ensure that not all of the funding (contributed by all stakeholders) is 
concentrated on specific geographical areas, we suggest a certain level of ringfencing by 
region to ensure a fair split of funding available to all users. 
We welcome governance by a board with equal representation from Network Rail and train 
operators. 

Yours sincerely, 

[redacted]
Track Access & HS1 Contracts Manager 



Transport for London 
Palestra 
London  
SE1 8NJ 

21st February 2023 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Periodic Review 23: Consultation on the financial framework for CP7 

Thanks for offering us the opportunity to comment on this matter. I can 
confirm that TfL is content for any part of its response to be made public. Our 
comments are provided below. 

Do you agree with our proposal to specify cost of capital and cost of 
debt values for Network Rail in CP7? 

A cost of debt approach which uses benchmarks from other regulated 
industries and reports from bodies such as UKRN, though objective, is highly 
likely to mean an increase in Network Rail’s cost of debt for CP7 compared to 
previous periodic review determinations. 

As Network Rail’s cost of debt is, we understand, substantially only of 
relevance for calculating the Crossrail Supplementary Access Charge 
(CSAC), any determination should look at the historic cost of debt used for 
borrowings related to Crossrail On Network Works incurred over the course 
of the Crossrail Project, rather than contemporaneous benchmarks (which 
may factor in more recent volatility in debt markets and changes in underlying 
interest rates); with the latter otherwise potentially leading to windfall gains for 
NR against the actual cost to NR of the financing those works. 

Do you agree with our proposals for setting and updating regulatory 
asset base balances for CP7? 

We agree with the approach proposed. It will help to facilitate any future 
transfer of services to TfL. 

Do you agree with our proposal to retain the current rebate mechanism 
within track access contracts for franchised operators for CP7? 

We agree with the approach proposed, provided that any rebates are 
calculated in a manner that is specific to individual  operators, enabling all 
funders of the network to benefit.  
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Do you agree with the proposal set out above in respect of how we will 
take account of network grant funding for CP7? 

We do not agree with the approach proposed as it exposes us to the risk of 
very significant additional costs for our National Rail concessions if the 
Network Grant is not agreed prior to the Determination, with a severe adverse 
impact on our financial position. We consider that the current approach of 
setting Fixed Track Access Charges assuming that Network Grant will be 
paid should be retained to avoid this significant and unreasonable financial 
risk. 

If the approach proposed is progressed then it is essential that any 
subsequent adjustments to Fixed Track Access Charges once a Network 
Grant is agreed are backdated to cover the entire Control Period so any 
increased costs incurred by funders are fully compensated for.  

Do you agree with our proposal to retain the re-opener provision in 
track access contracts for CP7? 

We agree with the proposal. 

Do you have any comments on the approach that should be adopted for 
the use of risk funds to manage financial risks in CP7? 

Risk provision is important and should be based on an analysis of risks that 
have materialised in the past to enable trends over time to be established and 
adequate financial provision to be made for CP7.  

Recognising that the budgetary processes themselves are a matter for 
governments, do you have any comments on their impact for how we 
design the financial framework for the infrastructure manager in CP7? 

Flexibility is important to enable change to be managed. The movement of 
funding between years in a Control Period should be permitted where it is 
legitimate to support project and programme delivery. 

Do you have any views on the use of the performance innovation fund 
in CP6?  

We have no comment to make in response to this question. 

Do you have any comments on whether a dedicated performance 
innovation fund similar to that used in CP6 should be used in CP7? 

We have no comment to make in response to this question. 
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Do you have any comments on how such a fund should be managed? 

We have no comment to make in response to this question. 

Yours sincerely, 

[redacted]
Principal Planner, 
Transport for London. 



[redacted]
Head of Rail Finance 
Rail Directorate 
Mobile: [redacted]
[redacted] 

Office of Rail and Road (ORR) 
25 Cabot Square 
London 
E144QZ 

By e-mail only, pr23@0RR.gov.uk 

Dear Sirs, 

TRANSPORT 
SCOTLAND 

Date: 30 March 2023 

PR23 Consultation on the financial framework for CP7 - Response from 
Transport Scotland 

Thank you for providing the opportunity to reply to the ORR's consultation on the 
financial framework for CP7. This reply provides (at Annex A) responses to the 
individual questions posed in the consultation, but I also wish to provide some 
broader comments on related rail issues for consideration by the ORR as it begins to 
prepare its final determination for CP7 for the Scotland route: 

• For the financial framework in which the rail sector in Scotland is operating to be
efficient, Scottish Ministers consider it must be coherent, simple and transparent.
It must respect the integrity of the devolved settlement for Scotland's railway,
increasingly so given the additional functions devolved to Network Rail Scotland
during Control Period 6 (CP6) and the new circumstances for the whole of the
next Control Period (CP7) whereby both service providers in Scotland will be
under public sector control.

• The financial framework in CP7 should allow Transport Scotland (TS) acting as
funder, to build on the financial alignment and associated arrangements
developed between Transport Scotland (TS) and Network Rail, ScotRail Trains
Limited and other partners, either as part of "Team Scotland" or "Scotland's
Railway1 ". These strong partnerships, often with public sector only bodies
participating, allow for aligned and therefore better financial arrangements;
working together on large scale renewals, new stations, enhancement projects,
procurement arrangements, etc, with scope and purpose clear from the outset
and robust governance throughout, all ensuring that costs are kept under control
and value for money solutions achieved.

• For Scottish Ministers, PR23 is taking place during an especially challenging
financial and economic context in respect of the significant uncertainty associated
with high levels of inflation, lack of clarity from the UK Government over long-term
funding for the rail enhancements' budget (which in turn impacts on renewals
spend), and rail patronage in Scotland likely to recover only slowly to pre-COVID-

1 Scotland's Railway- Better In The Making (scotlandsrailway.com)



19 levels, if at all. It is precisely for that reason that Scottish Ministers would
expect the ORR to be able to provide as much flexibility as possible in rail's 
regulated financial framework to allow best use of scarce public funds (and 
reduced revenues) over the whole control period. Such flexibility should also
apply both to exit from CP6 and entry into CPS.

• As with CP6, the financial framework should reflect the expectation that Network
Rail in Scotland will be aligned to best practice for a publicly funded body, with
the framework supporting behaviours and decision-making that require robust 
governance, transparency, effective planning and financial discipline.

• Scottish Ministers are clear that irrespective of the financial challenges facing 
Network Rail in CP7, the railway works best when the industry works 
collaboratively to deliver solutions that are focussed on the needs of customers 
and end-users. And, as described in the Scottish Ministers' HLOS, key to 
meeting the "net cost" challenge for the network is by delivering Value for Money
through a transparent approach in determining and managing costs efficiently.

• A whole system approach is fundamental to achieving Value for Money, where
savings in one area can be reinvested more effectively elsewhere within the 
system. Consequently, Scottish Ministers have, through the HLOS, specified
effective integration between Network Rail and ScotRail Trains Ltd, which is
public sector controlled and the primary provider of rail services in Scotland. 
Greater integration will be reinforced still further by Scottish Ministers' recent 
decision2 also to bring into public sector control, the Caledonian Sleeper3 service,
as certain HLOS requirements for Network Rail in Scotland also extend to the 
Sleeper operator.

• This approach means a greater focus on the passenger through greater 
integration between track and train. This integrated and whole system approach
is part of a clear direction being set by Scottish Ministers for the railway in 
Scotland and TS would ask the ORR to consider how best to support these 
developments as part of its considerations of the future financial framework for
CP7 (and final determination).

TS is content for this reply to be published as one of the consultation responses. 
trust this response (copied to Jennifer Cullen at the ORR) is helpful. If you have any
comments do not hesitate to contact Raymond Convill or me.

Yo
.�

sincerely,
/'// . 

' I 
/ �vtu 

1 

[redacted]

2 Caledonian Sleeper to be delivered by the Scottish Government I Transport Scotland
3 " .... the network must be operated at a level which is fully consistent with the commitments specified in the

agreements or franchise contracts between the Scottish Ministers and Scottish Rail Holdings and ScotRail 

Trains Ltd. and Caledonian Sleeper and the industry "network change" process." (para 3.6, Scottish Ministers 

HLOS) 
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